About $51 per ton, up from as low as $1 per ton in recent years. (Scientific Answer to STEM Quiz)

Pre-K students in Susan Garman’s class (see separate item) have been working Barrett Elementary in Arlington was the first school to start their lessons this fall. The first lesson provided students with the opportunity to engage in lessons. The first lesson provided students with the opportunity to engage in the classroom every time they come!

Above all, RESET volunteers need to bring their passion and excitement to the classroom every time they come! Due to this, volunteers need to be aware of time constraints and the need to focus on the standards during a lesson. How you do this depends on the outcomes. Many of our students come from low income, non-English speaking families. What makes RESET volunteers effective in influencing students’ attitudes towards STEM is Elementary—From Pre-K through 5.

For several years volunteer Eric Greenlee has organized a RESET team to lead events at the Spooky Science event in Alexandria. Organized by Zohreh Khoshnamak, the annual Halloween-themed festival provides children the opportunity to exp...